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Choo-choo! Come along for a rideÂ in Curious Georgeâ€™s Trainâ€”an innovative novelty book

that&#39;s shaped like aÂ train!Â George is going on an old-fashioned trainÂ ride, and he

can&#39;t wait to climbÂ aboard.Â Curious little ones will love exploring theÂ train with their favorite

mischievous monkey.Â Then itâ€™s up toÂ them toÂ set the scene and lay the tracks for hours of

interactive fun! Â Â Â Â  Delightful rhymes onÂ each sturdyÂ page, plus moving parts and press-out

play pieces,Â make this a perfect choice for story timeÂ or play time. Other fun books in the mini

movers series include Curious Georgeâ€™s Dump Truck, Curious Georgeâ€™s Fire Truck, and

Curious Georgeâ€™s Crane.
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I thought this whole book was either popup or some kind of activity, but it's only at the end where

you can take out the pieces and put it together. But once you take the pieces out, you can't put

them back so there's a chance you could lose them. Story is simple and cute.

My 2 year old sons enjoy his book, though I was disappointed in the story. It's not the typical

"mischief" story you would normally expect from Curious George, rather, it is a short description of

George's ride on a train.

so cute and it even has a train track puzzle section in the back and the wheels on the front move.



The story line was not what I had from reading the information about the book. I was disappointed

from that stand point. the moving wheels on the book are cute.

Grandson loves hearing the story and playing with the pop-out tracks at the end. Adds a little more

playtime to bedtime. =)

Arrived with missing pieces from the back page, so, no fun there.

One of my son's favorite books! He loves the spinning wheels!
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